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The Tennessee Dental Association is excited
to welcome you back to the Franklin/Cool
Springs Marriott & Conference Center for the
153rd TDA Annual Session on June 5–7th.
We have a lot in store for you this upcoming
year and TDA President, Dr. Terryl Propper has
some surprises as well for our membership!
We are offering, once again, a very low rate
of $186 per night in the TDA block of rooms.
Don’t wait to make your reservations to
secure a sleeping room in the host hotel.
There will be overflow hotels in and around
Franklin for more options for you and your
staff once the Marriott block is filled. Along
with your reservation you will receive a FREE
hot breakfast, FREE Wi-Fi and FREE parking.
This will surely be a meeting to remember for
you and your entire staff. Come and enjoy
the meeting and rekindle those relationships
with your colleagues from around the state.
Experience all that historic Franklin has to
offer whether it is a Civil War era tour or the
great shops and restaurants of downtown
Franklin. The Marriott is very convenient to all

attractions, the Cool Springs Mall, shops and
dining options.
On Thursday, June 4th, get into the SWING
of things! This year we will have a Golf
Tournament prior to the start of the meeting.
All dentists and auxiliary staff are welcome
to join in on the fun. Expect there to be
prizes, fun and a great no-pressure Shotgun
Scramble format that will appeal to all golfers
of any skill level.
On Friday, plan on being there with the
whole team for the TDA’s Opening Session
Keynote Speaker and Awards Luncheon.
There will also be a “Mini MBA day” for those
doctors ten years out and under; and on
Saturday, a 5K Fun Walk/Run for everyone
of all ages. These are new ideas that will be
both exciting, informative and entertaining.
Some of the other offerings will be a Live
Auction with spectacular destination options
to choose from. There will be exclusive
items, venues and locales that will be very
appealing to you.
continued on next page
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Save the date…
continued from page 1

Every year the President’s Party is a hit. Stay
tuned for the theme of this year’s event. A little
clue is that it will be something big, exciting and
you will want to dress up for the theme!
No TDA Annual Session is ever complete
without a great collection of continuing
education offerings and this one will be no
different. Wait…actually this will be different,
but it will be even better! In addition to our
great clinical and practice management
offerings, there will be a collection of “TDA
TALKS” (a TED-X Talk© format) with engaging
and timely subjects and speakers given in
short bursts. If you have not seen information
presented in this fashion, you will surely want
to participate. The Yoga/Health and Wellness
course went over so big last year that we will
be bringing it back. “Bless Your Heart” yoga will
be open to all attendees on Friday and Saturday
mornings. You will soon see an entire list of
continuing education offerings that will be
applicable to your office and staff. Stay tuned
once again for several FREE courses and Practice
Management courses. There is something that
will appeal to every member of your team.

THERE ARE MANY
REASONS TO GET A
PRACTICE VALUATION...
PROTECTING
YOUR FAMILY
MAY BE THE BEST.
Your practice is likely your biggest asset.
You should know what it is worth.
Use Henry Schein® Professional Practice Transitions
for your practice valuation.
Because how it’s done—matters.

Last year Dr. Joe Smiddy was kind enough to
travel from Knoxville with his high-tech truck to
conduct FREE lung screenings for our attendees.
Dr. Smiddy will be at the TDA Annual Session
once again to offer this important and valuable
option to all. Around 30 people visited Dr.
Smiddy just outside of the convention center
entrance and all visitors left with important and/
or critical information on their personal health
status.
This year the Tennessee Dental Association’s
House of Delegates proceedings will be moved
back to Sunday morning. Delegates from each
of our nine component societies will meet
to conduct the important business of the
Association. We invite all members to stay and
experience these proceedings to find out what
your TDA leaders are doing for you!

■
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ADA switches
to digital
membership
cards
in 2020
Come 2020, the ADA is making its membership cards available online and will no longer
mail physical cards in an effort to improve convenience, according to the Association.

Scan this QR code with your
smartphone to go to the
TDA’s website.

Members can still print their card. However, the cards will now be accessible via
smartphones and other digital devices anytime, anywhere. In addition, ADA members will
continue to receive their ADA membership window decal through the mail.
MEMBERS: Log into ADA.org/MyADA to choose to print your own cards at
home or save it to your smartphone’s virtual wallet.
“It adds a new level of convenience,” said Dr. Karin Irani, ADA Council on Membership chair.
“We all have our phones within arm’s reach, and now you can easily add your membership
card directly to your Google or Apple wallets. It’s always available.”
Member cards are often used to verify a dentist’s ADA member number at state and local
society events, to register for continuing education, receive discounts on purchases from
the ADA Store and access other ADA member benefits.
In the past, Dr. Irani said, she had taken a picture of her paper membership card so she
could have it available on the phone.
“This makes life so much easier,” she said. “Why not save some trees while we are
modernizing our organization.”
The transition to electronic membership cards technically starts following the ADA FDI
World Dental Congress in San Francisco, as members can start renewing their memberships
for 2020 after the House of Delegates closes.
According to the Association, benefits of switching to eCards include allowing members to
access their card anytime and anywhere; digital cards can’t be lost or stolen; and reducing
waste by not printing physical cards.
“It’s one less card to carry,” said Dr. Patsy Fujimoto, a member dentist from Hawaii,
adding that the ability to add the card in the “wallet” feature in her phone makes access
convenient. “This will make it so much easier for anyone who needs to access the
membership-only sections of the ADA website.”
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Members will be able to access their eCards in their MyADA profile on ADA.org. By logging
into ADA.org/MyADA, members can choose to print their own cards at home or save it to
their smartphone’s virtual wallet.
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Dentistry-backed Bill Delays Mandatory E-prescribing
of Controlled Substances to 2021
No ICD-10 Codes for 3-day Rxs Clarified
Public Chapter 124 sponsored by
Senator Shane Reeves R-Murfreesboro
and Representative Cameron Sexton
R-Crossville and backed by dentists,
pharmacists, and MDs revised a number
of problematic provisions the landmark
opioid legislation enacted in 2018.
TDA wishes to thank the sponsors for
their hard work and leadership on this
important matter.
Two of its provisions are significant to
dentistry including a provision to clarify
that a healthcare provider shall not be
required to include an ICD-10 code (see

Section 8 - https://publications.tnsosfiles.
com/acts/111/pub/pc0124.pdf) on any
prescription for an opioid of a three-day
supply and 180 morphine milligram
equivalent.
In addition, the e-prescribing requirement
for any prescription for a Schedule II, III, IV,
or V controlled substance was delayed for
one year until January 1, 2021 (see Section
4 of the link above.) This is the same
effective date as for a similar Medicare
requirement. A number of exceptions
including technological or electrical
failure, or other circumstances can be

found in Tennessee Code Annotated 631-160.
Certain software vendors may be
unaware of the above change of date so
dentists should be advised that they have
another year before mandatory electronic
prescribing for controlled substances.
Tennessee pharmacies are currently about
96 percent compliant so there is no need
to wait until the deadline. Tenn. Code Ann.
§ 63-1-160
We will continue to provide information as
implementation nears.

2019 Tenn-D-Pac / Capital Club Fund Drive
The TDA’s political action committee, Tenn-D-Pac, is hard at work to protect
the profession of dentistry! The TDA has been working on the matters that can
affect you, such as: hygiene issues, EFDA shortages, repeal of the Professional
Privilege Tax, CAQH filing, and much more. A contribution form for the 2019
Tenn-D-Pac/Capital Club solicitation was mailed in August. Please consider
making a contribution by October 15th to enable us to be optimally effective
with our legislators prior to the upcoming legislative session. Contributions with
dues payments were significantly less than in previous years, so we need your
support to build the PAC’s “war chest.” We anticipate some grueling and arduous
opposition on some of the issues that can affect your practice. Therefore, it is of
vital importance to contribute now!
The legislative arena is where the direction of our professional lives has been
and will continue to be determined. With the future of the dental profession
being revisited and shaped by legislators instead of dentists, our contributions
to Tenn-D-Pac are more important than ever. Close personal relationships with
our legislators are central to the cause, and Tenn-D-Pac financial support of
candidates who share our ideals helps sustain these relationships. The future of
the dental profession depends on our commitment. We must all act now to have
a voice. Your support is needed so that we can look out for you! Mail your check
or contribution form today to: Tenn-D-Pac, 660 Bakers Bridge Ave Suite 300,
Franklin, TN 37067.
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FOLLOW US!
LinkedIn:
Tennessee Dental Association
Twitter:
DentalTennessee
Instagram:
tennesseedentalassociation
Facebook:
Tennessee Dental Association
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TDA Foundation
Contribution Form
With your support, the Tennessee Dental Association Foundation can flourish and grow. Please indicate
the amount of your tax-deductible gift below. Donors will be recognized in an upcoming issue of the TDA
Newsletter. Donors in the “Other” Category will only be listed in the Newsletter if requested.
Suggested Levels of Giving:

I would like to help the TDAF grow by giving

*LG Noel Fellowship……. $5,000 and above

$ _________ today.

Diamond Level……………..$1,000-$4,900
Gold Level…………………….$500-$999

(If paying by check, please make payable to TDAF)

Silver Level…………………….$200-$499
Bronze Level………………….Less than $199

Donor Information
Name _____________________________________ Daytime Phone (___) _____________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________
City ______________________________ State ______________________________ Zip__________________

❏ In Honor of / ❏ In Memory of
Name

❏ Doctor / ❏ Other (Family, Friend, Staff, Patient)

____________________________________________________________________________

Send Acknowledgement To ___________________________ Relationship _____________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card Information (Visa/Master Card Only)
Card # ______________________________________

Exp Date (MM/YY) _ _/ _ _ CVV Code _ _ _

Cardholder Signature _________________________________________________________________
Return This Form With Payment To:

Tennessee Dental Association Foundation • 660 Bakers Bridge Ave • Suite 300 • Franklin TN 37067

2018–2019 Contributors to the
Tennessee Dental Association Foundation
Through the generosity of the individuals and organizations below, a total of $33,900.00 has been raised for the Foundation during its fund drive. Through the TDAF/Noel Fund for
Student Research, the TDAF continues to be a supporter of dental student research. With your support, the TDAF can grow for the future of dentistry!

July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019
$ 1,000 - up
Ernest DeWald
Mitchel Godat
G. Robert Hopper
Second District Dental
Society
Seventh District Dental
Society
$ 500 - $ 999
G. Mitchell Baldree
Marie Farrar
Fred Heros
Angela Lunn
Garrett Orr
Martin Poarch
Justin Robbins
S. Jason Sammons
Stephen Sawrie
John Stritikus
Edward Vaughan
Artmas Worthy
$ 200 - $ 499
Sam Alborz
Michael Bowman
Joe Canary
Franklin Clark
Nyla Cross
Dale Dunn
Walter Fain
Paul Gilliam
Shawn Lehman-Grimes
Kevin Gurley
Mark Hardison
Phillip Head
Marsha Hickey
Eric Himmelreich
Glen Hyde
Michelle Johnson
Raj Kshatri
K Mike Lamb
Ethan Long
Charles Lowry
Mark Mappes
John Martin
Dewayne McCamish
Mike Mysinger
William Parris
William Pippin
William Powell

Scott Self
John Shea
Stanley Sisk
Warren Stinson
James Wilson
$ 100 - $ 199
Jim Albright
David Barnes
John Beasley
Joshua Campbell
Zach Carden
Clark Childress
John Coulter
John Crockett
Cumberland Endodontics
Karen Baker-Curtis
David Dykes
Family & Cosmetic
Dentistry of Smyrna
Charles Felts
Christopher Fogarty
Robert Gardino
Kim Glick
Jack Gotcher
Roger Hall
Jill & Anthony Hodges
William Howard
Warren Johnson
Wayne Johnson
W.M. David Kirkpatrick
Victor Kleinaitis
Gary Kropf
Michael Madigan
Jon Mather
Hunter McCord
Paul McCord
J. Michael McCoy
Kenneth Mills
Matthew Nichols
Todd Noblin
John Petty
Joel Piercy
William Priester
Randall Prince
Bob Ramsey
Beth Randall
James Ruyl
Kathy Sanders
Second District Alliance
William Slagle

Wesley Singer
Leon Stanislav
Harold Speer
John H. Sullivan
Mitchell Tatum
Carson Taylor
William Thompson
TMG Inc
James Vaden
James Vaught
Bradley White
Tommy Whited
Steven Wolf
Larry Woods
less than $ 100
Danny Adkins
Louise Allen
Veena Ammal
Christopher Anderson
James Anderson
Michael Atchley
Robyn Atkinson
Vincent Atkinson
Eugene Archer
Ruth Bailey
William Baker
Susan Orwick-Barnes
Edsel Bates
Jon Bease
Jeannie Beauchamp
Les Binkley
James E. Bishop
Janet Black
Scott Blackman
Heath Blockley
Joshua Blockley
Thomas Blockley
Louis Bonvissuto
Jason Botts
Greg Boucek
Greg Bouldien
Brit Bowers
Ryan Bowles
Jason Bowman
J. Boyd
Carl Bradley
Daniel Bradshaw
Jonathan Bradshaw
James Bragg
Joseph Britton

David Brockman
Joe Brogdon
J. Allen Burleson
John Burns
Yvette Burns
James Burton
James Cade
Mirna Caldwell
Robert Caldwell
Larry Calloway
Jerry Campbell
William Campbell
Anthony Carroccia
Philip Carson
James Carter
Danny Chacko
Cordell Chaffin
Russell Chambers
Gary Chesney
Nathan Chesney
Robert Childress
Walter Chitwood
Sarah Clayton
Christian Clinard
Marc Cohen
Mary Crawford
Alan Crisman
Mark Crumpton
Jay Curry
Jay Davis
Eben DeArmond
John Dedmon
Brian Devine
Brent Dickenson
James Dickson
Freeman Doster
Richard Dycus
Scott Edwards
Joesph Elkins
Spencer Ellis
Mark Evans
Mary Fancher
Douglas Farrar
Nicholas Ferguson
Jeffrey Fletcher
Andrew Flipse
Lynn Floyd
Isaac Fordjour
Stephen Foster
Joseph Gaither
Tom Gardenhire

Derek Gaudry
Ted George
Erin Giacomini
Mitchel Godat
Charles Greenblatt
Joe Greer
Garry Grimes
Frederick Guthrie
Rick Guthrie
Katherine Hall
J. Russell Hamblen
William Harrison
James Hawkins
P. Henley
Donald Henson
James Hight
Emanuel Hnarakis
Brandon Hodge
Mark Holifield
Charles Holt
Kenneth Hopkins
Lee Ann Hovious
Douglas Hunter
Rachel Hymes
Benjamin Jamison
Taylor Jarrell
Bradley Johnson
Brent Johnson
Derek Jones
Donald Jones
Rasone Jones
Mark Kalchthaler
Gerald Karr
Roger Keller
Gregory Kemp
J.J. Kennedy
Michael King
Bennett Kizer
David Kizer
Tammy Kussman
Teresa Larkins
J. Michael Law
Elizabeth Lee
Joseph Lehman
William S. Lenihan III
Bertram Lenoir
Ronald Lewis
William Linebarger
John Lloyd
William Lloyd
Jack Mallette

Charlie Manning
Lindsay Manning
Stephen Maroda
Harvey Matheny
Charles McBrayer
James McCallen
James McDaniel
David McNeely
William Mcshan
David Melton
Mary Middlecoft
Amy Moody
Richard Moore
Robert Moore
Tracy Morris
Wallin Myers
Clarence Nabers
William Nash
Michael Netherton
Deborah Newsom
Matthew Nichols
Steven Nowlin
Derek Osborne
Ernest Oyler
Casey Owen
J. Gary Owen
Walter Owens
Nilam Patel
Tulsidas Patel
Thomas Patterson
Joseph Payne
Russell Peck
Jeffrey Peery
Reuben Pelot
Chadwick Porter
Tonia-Marie Porter
Gibbs Prevost
Richard Prichard
Brooks Pruehs
Joshua Puckett
Luther Puckett
Joseph Rainey
Robert Rainey
Heather Ridgway
Morris Robbins
William Roberts
Richard Robinette
Gerald Robinson
Quinton Robinson
Jonathan Rogers
Robert Rooks

William Savell
Steve Sawrie
C. Schwepfinger
Benjamin Scott
Candace Settles
Zachary Shelton
Phillip Shipp
Lorine Yee- Shinsky
Michael Shirley
Stephen Simpson
John A. Smith
John Soldano
Michael Solly
Elizabeth Stanford
Jon Stanford
Randall Staples
Alan Stevens
Bradley Stewart
CM Stiefel
Jerry Sullivan
John Taylor
Megan Taylor
Andrew Thomasson
Mark Thomasson
Wayne Tipps
Lauren Trammell
Ann Trivette
John Tucker
Hugh Vice
Reggie Waddell
Stanley Waddell
Cathryn Wall
William Wall
Leslie Wallace
Dennis Watts
Hope Watson
J. Weir
Scott Werner
Brian West
Neil Weston
David Wickness
Stacy Wilkerson
John Williams
Michael Willis
Mary Beth Wilson
Charles Witkowski
Gary Woodall
Andy Woodard
E. Wohrman
John Young

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CONTINUING EDUCATION ARTICLE 2019
This article is available to dentists, dental hygienists and dental assistants licensed or registered in Tennessee. With a passing grade, individuals
will earn one (1) hour of chemical dependency continuing education credit.
To obtain credit, read the article, answer the questions that follow and return the completed exam page with the appropriate fee to: TDA, 660
Bakers Bridge Ave., Suite 300, Franklin, TN 37067 or fax to 615-628-0214 or take the exam online, pay with a credit card (MasterCard or Visa) and
print out your CE certificate. Visit the TDA’s website at www.tndentalassociation.com
If you answer eight (8) questions correctly, you will earn one (1) hour of continuing education credit.
If you have any questions, call the Tennessee Wellness Foundation Director, Dr. David Sain, at 615-628-3200.
ADA Principles, Code of Professional Conduct & Advisory Opinions state under 2.D. Personal Impairment that “It is unethical for a dentist to practice
while abusing controlled substances, alcohol or other chemical agents which impair the ability to practice. All dentists have an ethical obligation
to urge chemically impaired colleagues to seek treatment. Dentists with first-hand knowledge that a colleague is practicing dentistry when so
impaired have an ethical responsibility to report such evidence to the professional assistance committee of a dental society.” If you know of a
colleague (dentist, dental hygienist or dental assistant) who is impaired, contact the TDA’s Wellness Committee at 615-628-3200.
This project is funded under an agreement with the State of Tennessee.

Prescribing in a World of Opioid Misuse and Diversion-The Interface
between the Dentist and Pharmacist
Michael O’Neil, Pharm.D.; Brian Winbigler, Pharm.D., M.B.A., Tyler Dougherty, PharmD.
In the current environment of the opioid epidemic,
community pharmacists are often viewed as a “last line of
defense” of prescription drug misuse and diversion. The
pharmacist reaching out to your office may be calling for a
variety of reasons including but not limited to clarification
of information on a prescription, to discuss a potential drugdrug interaction, or notify the dentist of potential prescription
misuse or diversion. In any instance, the pharmacist is looking
to help protect your license, their own license, and the
patient’s health. Although obvious in most cases, there are
times when dentists may misunderstand the requests of the
pharmacist and the rationales for the request. This article will
review common requests by pharmacists to dentists and
common rationales behind the request and help the dentist
navigate treating patients with opioid use disorder (OUD).
PRESCRIPTION INFORMATION
Missing or illegible information-The most common reasons
legitimate opioid prescriptions are refused or require a phone
call to the dentist for clarification revolve around missing,
incomplete, or illegible information. With many states
mandating that CII controlled substances be issued as an
electronic prescription, legibility will no longer be a concern.
1
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Keeping up to date with prescribing requirements can help
limit missing and/or incomplete prescription information.
Controlled prescriptions must be dated as of and signed on
the day when issued and must include the full name and
address of the patient, the drug name, strength, dosage
form, quantity prescribed, directions for use, and the name,
address, and DEA number of the practitioner. A prescription
for a controlled substance that lacks the dentist’s DEA
number is among the most common reasons a prescription
is refused. The pharmacist can add this information to the
prescription but in most cases will seek verbal confirmation
from the dentist to confirm the validity of the prescription.
Pharmacists can also add or correct the patient’s address
without consulting the dentist. Postdated prescriptions
are unallowable and necessitate a verbal consultation with
the dentist to be changed. Changing or re-writing illegible
information including the dosage form, drug strength,
directions, and quantity also require a direct pharmacist to
dentist consultation to be changed. Opioid prescriptions
missing International Statistical Classification of Diseases
and Related Health Problems, 10th revision (ICD-10) codes
or written with ICD-10 codes that are not applicable to pain
syndromes also necessitate a consultation with the dentist.1

THERAPEUTIC CONSIDERATIONS
While patient histories and Controlled Substance Monitoring
Databases (CSMD reports) provide valuable information, that
information is not always complete. It is recommended that
patients fill all of their prescriptions at a single pharmacy
location or pharmacy chain. Filling at a single pharmacy
provides pharmacists with a more complete medication
history and reduces the risk of receiving a medication that may
interact with another and cause harm.
Allergies - An incomplete allergy history and/or lack of
clarification of reported allergies can cause a prescription to
go unfilled or require a dentist consultation. Penicillin allergy is
the most common allergy contained in pharmacy profiles that
prompts a call to the dentist. In cases reporting anything other
than hives or anaphylactic reaction (IgE-mediated) an alternate
penicillin formulation or cephalosporin can often be used. If
IgE mediated, macrolides (azithromycin, clarithromycin) can
be used. Sulfonamide allergy comes into to consideration for
those patients prescribed celecoxib for pain control.
Drug-Drug Interactions - There are several medications that
following concomitant administration with an opioid, increase
systemic exposure and risk for opioid induced respiratory
depression. For example, a patient may not disclose to a
dentist that they are HIV positive and are treated with protease
inhibitors which could lead to an unintentional opioid
overdose. The pharmacist may contact the dentist with that
information and discuss alternative pain treatment options or
an opioid dose reduction.
Duplicate therapy - When used properly, the CSMD can
help avoid duplicate therapy related to controlled substances.
Patients may already be receiving potent opioids or NSAIDS
prior to the dental visit and inadvertently write a prescription
resulting in duplicate therapy. One of the most common
duplications arises on behalf of those patients prescribed
ibuprofen 800 for dental pain who are also taking meloxicam
or other NSAID. This combination can increase a patient’s
risk for GI associated bleeds and events. Acetaminophen is
an option for these patients when an opioid is unwarranted,
contraindicated, or simply unwanted.
Insurance considerations - Many insurance companies
require ICD-10 codes prior to dispensing prescriptions. Many
medications such as more expensive NSAIDS or antibiotics
may require prior authorization from the insurance carrier.
The pharmacist commonly calls the dentist to verify this
information which may frustrate the dentist. In reality, it is not
2

Food and Drugs, 21 C.F.R. § 1306.04 (2018)
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the pharmacist that wants the information but the insurance
company. Failure of the pharmacist to submit this information
will result in the prescription not being dispensed, ultimately
affecting the patient.
FEDERAL AND STATE PRESCRIBING REQUIREMENTS
Corresponding Responsibility - The legal basis for a
community pharmacist contacting you regarding a controlled
substance prescription typically centers around federal
regulations and legislation, along with state statutes and rules.
A common unknown requirement is that pharmacist are held
responsible for dispensing controlled substances for a valid
medical need. According to federal regulation he Federal
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of
1970, pharmacists are held to the same standard as a dentist
when it comes to dispensing and prescribing controlled
substances that could potentially be misused or diverted.
This dual accountability is also known as the corresponding
responsibility doctrine, which states:
“A prescription for a controlled substance to be effective
must be issued for a legitimate medical purpose by an
individual practitioner acting in the usual course of his
professional practice. The responsibility for the proper
prescribing and dispensing of controlled substances is
upon the prescribing practitioner, but a corresponding
responsibility rests with the pharmacist who fills the
prescription. An order purporting to be a prescription
issued not in the usual course of professional treatment or
in legitimate and authorized research is not a prescription
within the meaning and intent of Section 309 of the Act
(21 U.S.C. §829) and the person knowingly filling such a
purported prescription, as well as the person issuing it,
shall be subject to the penalties provided for violations of
the provisions of law relating to controlled substances (21
C.F.R. §1306.04(a)).”2
The corresponding responsibility doctrine exists to hold
pharmacists and dentists accountable to proper prescription
practices, as well as limiting patient misuse, and diversion of
controlled substances. Therefore, when it comes to dispensing
a controlled substance, pharmacists have the responsibility
to exercise professional judgment based on all available
information and either dispense or refuse to dispense the
medication.
OBRA 90 Requirements
Due to the limited sharing of electronic health records,

pharmacists do not always know what kind of procedure or
diagnosis the patient may have received, while at the same
time the dentist might not have a complete medication list
for the patient. A lack of important information can prevent
the pharmacist from screening and thoroughly counseling
the patient on their medication as required by the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, also known as OBRA ’90.
OBRA ’90 specifically states that each patient’s drug therapy
shall be reviewed for “potential drug therapy problems due
to therapeutic duplication, drug-disease contraindications,
drug-drug interactions (including serious interactions with
nonprescription or over-the-counter drugs), incorrect drug
dosage or duration of treatment, drug-allergy interactions and
clinical abuse/misuse”3. If, for example, a dentist prescribed
hydrocodone-acetaminophen for pain after a procedure, but
the patient has a history of medication-assisted treatment for
addiction, it would be important for the pharmacist to discuss
the history of the patient and the risk of clinical misuse with
the prescribing dentist.
Tennessee Together Legislation 2018/2019
ICD-10 codes - With recent passing of the TN Together
legislation in 2018 and revisions in 2019, pharmacists have been
forced to stay vigilant and up to date on opioid prescription
requirements (Public Chapter 124 SB0810 by Reeves/HB0843
by C. Sexton). According to the TN Together legislation, all
opioid prescriptions written for greater than a three-day supply
must now contain an ICD-10 code.4 The ICD-10 requirement
conflicts with some billing practices considering many dentist
offices report dental procedures using the Code on Dental
Procedures and Nomenclature (CDT). CDT codes do not report
the same as ICD-10 codes, therefore, when a pharmacist
notices a code that is not registered in ICD, they will need
to contact the office for clarification. For dental prescribers
ICD-10 codes beginning with K and/or M are typically used
to identify common dental diagnoses. When writing an
opioid medication for pain control, R52 (pain, unspecified)
is commonly used when R68.84 (jaw, mandibular, maxilla)
is more fitting. Using the appropriate ICD-10 code not only
allows the CSMD to better track where and how controlled
substances are being used but also provides pharmacists with
the information they need to perform the legally mandated
Drug Utilization Review prior to dispensing.
Opioid quantity limits - There are also limits on the day
supply of opioids prescribed, which typically fall under either a
three-day supply, ten-day supply, or up to a thirty-day supply,

depending on the reason for prescribing. Additionally, there
are limits on the number of morphine milligram equivalents
(MME) that can be prescribed (see table on day supply
and MME limits). Pharmacists are often contacting dental
offices due to these new complex requirements for opioid
prescriptions in Tennessee. Specifically, many prescriptions will
either meet the day supply requirements and not the MME
requirements, or vice versa.
CSMD Requirements - It is best practice for all dentists to
refer to the CSMD prior to prescribing or dispensing controlled
substances. According to the Tennessee Controlled Substance
Database, all dentists and dispensers must check the database
prior to issuing or dispensing a prescription for an opioid
or benzodiazepine to a patient, and at least once every six
months thereafter as long as the therapy has remained a part
of the patient’s treatment plan. A pharmacist who receives
a controlled substance prescription from a dentist will most
likely evaluate the CSMD prior to dispensing the medication.
The one caveat to the requirement of checking the CSMD
prior to prescribing or dispensing a controlled substance is
when the prescription is written for a three-day supply or less,
and in the instances of opioids, three-day supply with up to
180 morphine milligram equivalents.
POTENTIAL “RED FLAGS”
In the shadow of new regulations designed to combat the
current opioid crisis, treating acute and chronic pain has
become increasingly difficult. This crisis makes it imperative for
clinicians to have detailed knowledge of opioid use disorders
(OUD) and have a variety of skills necessary to address all of the
circumstances and complications associated with opioid use.
When nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents (NSAIDS) and
acetaminophen (APAP) fail to provide adequate analgesia, or
when true contraindications exist for NSAIDS and APAP, opioids
may be considered. Dentists have long been recognized as a
prescriber of opioids due to the significant level of pain that
is commonly associated with invasive dental procedures.
Dentists may be targeted by individuals to obtain opioids
for misuse or to sell. The community pharmacist frequently
processes a significant amount of medication information that
may not be seen by dentist. Some of this information includes
a list of multiple medications from a variety of prescribers,
information about theft or loss of medications, medication
refill histories, discrepancies in medication indications, and
information provided by other pharmacies. Pharmacist’s
recognition of “Red Flags” is a common reason a pharmacist

3

CFR 42 U.S.C§1396r-8(g)(2)(A)(i))

4

https://www.tn.gov/opioids/education-and-prevention/laws-and-policies.html - Accessed August 3, 2019
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will call a dentist. Red flags may be considered to be any
observation by the pharmacist or dentist that should lead
to further questioning of the patient prior to prescribing or
dispensing a prescription.
Recognition of “Red Flags”
Selective filling of prescriptions by patients - Pharmacists
frequently refuse to fill or call for dentist authorization when
dental prescriptions are presented for both an opioid and
antibiotic if the patient only wants the opioid filled. This
situation creates a therapeutic dilemma that needs to be
reconciled with the dentist. To make sure patients are filling
their antibiotics and not just opioids a comment should be
noted on the opioid prescription, “dispense with antibiotic”.
Methadone and buprenorphine patients not in the
database - The CSMD information does not contain
methadone and may not report buprenorphine records since
Federal systems are not required to report to state CSMD
databases. Pharmacist frequently have information regarding
treatment and may provide this information to the dentist.
Dentist’s should always try to contact the patient’s MAT
provider prior to any dental visit when possible.
Distance travelled - More than 90% of Americans live
within two miles of a pharmacy.5 Because pharmacies
are so accessible, it is a red flag when a patient presents
a prescription for an opioid pain medication outside of
the county listed on their state issued ID. This situation
is compounded when the dentist’s listed address is also
outside of the county where the prescription is being filled.
Pharmacists will typically call to verify the legitimacy of the
prescription or simply refuse to fill the prescription and advise
the patient to have it filled at a local pharmacy.
Exaggeration of symptoms - While dental pain can be and
often is moderate to severe in nature, patients presenting with
exaggerated symptoms at the pharmacy can be a red flag.
Most patients picking up their own prescriptions immediately
post procedures are often still receiving significant benefits of
local anesthetics If verification is needed, the dentist’s office
is usually still open. A patient with exaggerated symptoms,
presenting a prescription when the dentist’s office is closed,
is a red flag. In these situations the CSMD, patients pharmacy
profile, and any information gathered from a consultation with
the patient are used by the pharmacist to make a judgement
call to fill or refuse the prescription.
5

Prescription forgeries - Patients and others may forge or
alter prescriptions in a variety of creative ways, including
addition of a drug, modification of amounts, obscuring the
original prescription, overlapping dates on the prescription,
an irrational dose, stolen prescription, copied prescriptions,
and unconventional directions on using the medication.
A pharmacist may suspect that a prescription is forged if
multiple types of ink are used, there is a lack of common
medical abbreviations, early refills are sought, an individual
attempts to obtain prescriptions for another person listed on
the prescription, multiple individuals appear at a pharmacy
with similar prescriptions from the same provider, or the
prescription simply looks too neat or unnatural. Tennessee
requires that health care providers with actual knowledge
that a person has secured or attempted to secure a controlled
substance fraudulently to report to law enforcement (Tenn.
Code Ann., § 53-11-309). Dentists and Pharmacists have the
same duty to report under these circumstances. Pharmacists
have the additional mandate to contact the State Board
of Pharmacy or the DEA if a pattern of fraud is recognized
in order to investigate a larger diversion scheme. The
DEA states that the dispensing pharmacist must maintain
constant vigilance against forged or altered prescriptions and
holds the pharmacist responsible for knowingly dispensing
a prescription that was not issued in the usual course of
professional treatment. Contacting the dentist is a normal part
of the pharmacy dispensing process when red flags arise.
In Summary, communication between community
pharmacists and dentists is a daily occurrence for a variety of
reasons. The majority of the time pharmacists are clarifying
information or providing additional information to the
dentist to optimize therapeutic decision making. Dentists
are also targeted sources by patients looking to misuse or
divert prescription medications. Dentists should be aware
of the federal and state requirement of pharmacist such as
the corresponding responsibility requirement. Frequently,
pharmacists may become aware of potential “Red Flags”
that warrant notification of the dentist. When pharmacists
call dentists, they are not calling to question the dentist’s
diagnostic skills but simply calling to clarify information or
provide additional information in order to protect the dentist,
patient, and pharmacist.

Qato, D. M., Zenk, S., Wilder, J., Harrington, R., Gaskin, D., & Alexander, G. C. (2017). The availability of pharmacies in the United States: 2007-2015. PloS one, 12(8), e0183172.
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EXAM FOR 2019 CONTINUING EDUCATION ARTICLE
This article is available to dentists, dental hygienists and dental assistants licensed or registered in Tennessee. With a passing grade, individuals
will earn one (1) hour of chemical dependency continuing education credit. This exam is now available online. Visit tndentalassociation.com
1. Which of the following is the MOST common
reason pharmacists call dental practices?
a. clarify a prescription order due to incomplete,
missing or erroneous information
b. report a forgery
c. notify the dentist of a local diversion scheme
d. change dentist’s diagnosis
2. Dental billing codes for pain syndromes
and ICD-10 codes ALWAYS are equal or
interchangeable (TRUE/FALSE)
a. TRUE
b. FALSE
3.

Which of the following entities MAY require an
ICD-10 code from a dentist prior to dispensing
a controlled substance prescription like an
opioid?
a. patient’s Insurance company
b. patient’s employer
c. patient’s family doctor
d. department of transportation

4. Pharmacist may refuse to fill a dentist’s
prescription for an opioid based on the
Controlled Substance Act of 1970 that
states “the pharmacist has a corresponding
responsibility equal to that of a prescriber.”
(TRUE/FALSE)
a. TRUE
b. FALSE

1.
2.

5. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990, also known as OBRA ’90. OBRA ’90
specifically states that each patient’s drug
therapy shall be reviewed by a pharmacist
for all of the following EXCEPT which of the
following?
a. potential drug therapy problems due to
therapeutic duplication
b. drug-disease contraindications
c. drug-drug interactions
d. proof of insurance

8. Which of the following may be considered
potential “Red Flags” requiring further
questioning?
a. a patient passing multiple dentist offices prior to
reaching your clinic for a routine procedure
b. patients travelling past several pharmacies to
obtain a routine opioid prescription
c. a patient traveling long distance from out of
state to your clinic
d. all the above should be considered potential
“Red Flags”

6. According to the Tennessee Controlled
Substance Database, all prescribers and
dispensers must check the database prior to
issuing or dispensing a prescription for an
opioid or benzodiazepine to a patient, and
at least once every six months thereafter as
long as the therapy has remained a part of the
patient’s treatment plan. (TRUE/FALSE)
a. TRUE
b. FALSE

9. Which of the following statements is TRUE
regarding dentists and pharmacists reporting
of fraudulent activity?
a. only pharmacists have the same duty to report
b. only dentist have the same duty to report
c. dentists and pharmacists have the same duty to
report
d. neither pharmacist nor dentist are required to
report

7. Which of the following statement BEST defines
a “Red Flag”?
a. any observation by the pharmacist or dentist
that should lead to further questioning of the
patient prior to prescribing or dispensing a
prescription.
b. any observation by the pharmacist or dentist
that indicates is adherent to their prescribed
regimen.
c. any gossip heard by the pharmacist or dentist
that should lead to further questioning of the
patient prior to prescribing or dispensing a
prescription.
d. any patient self-reporting an opioid use disorder
requesting NOT to be prescribed an opioid

10. Which of the following is usually the primary
rationale for pharmacists calling the dentist?
a. to intervene on the patient’s behalf regarding
inappropriate pain control
b. to restrict the number of opioids prescribed
c. to notify dentist of discrepancies with insurance
companies
d. to protect the patient, dentist and themselves

Circle the correct answer on the exam and complete the form below;
Mail, along with your check or credit card payment, to: Tennessee Dental Association, 660 Bakers Bridge Ave., Suite 300, Franklin, TN 37067 or fax to (615) 628-0214.

Date:			

(Credit is granted, upon successful completion of the exam, in the year materials are read and the exam submitted.)

 TDA Member Dentist: $25.00

 Hygienist: $25.00

 Registered Assistant: $25.00

 Non-Member Dentist: $55.00

Name:															
If dentist, ADA ID Number:							 District:						
Address:															
City/State/Zip:														
Daytime Phone Number :

(

)					

Enclosed is my fee of $		 payable to TDA, via check #			

-or-

Process:

 Mastercard

 Visa

Name as it appears on the card:													
Card #:								Exp. Date:			

CVV2:				
(3 digit code on back of card following the card number)

Signature of Cardholder:												
You will be notified by mail of your result and credit award. That certificate should be retained in your continuing education file. For TDA member dentists, ACE program
credits will automatically be recorded.

FACULTY OPPORTUNITY: General Dentist
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
The Section of Surgical Sciences / Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
are seeking applicants for a full-time faculty position in the Division of Dentistry.
Clinical responsibilities include providing the full scope of general dental care to a
diverse population in a well-equipped, paperless, off-campus clinic.
Qualifications for this position include a D.D.S. or D.M.D. degree from an ADA
accredited dental school. Completion of a GPR and/or previous hospital dentistry
experience is desirable, but not required. The new dentist will be immediately
busy providing care to a broad spectrum of patients including head and neck cancer
patients, patients awaiting organ transplantation and heart valve replacement, and a
broad cross section of the Middle Tennessee population seeking comprehensive,
quality dental care.
Salary and rank will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.

Submit curriculum vitae and letter of interest to:
Samuel J. McKenna, D.D.S., M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Department
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
1161 21st Avenue South, T-4323A MCN
Nashville, TN 37232-2596
E-mail: Deborah.d.trewyn@vanderbilt.edu
Phone: (615) 343-9404
Fax: (615) 936-5149

Vanderbilt is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

CONTACT
Marilyn Cook, Marketing Coordinator
P: 414-755-4173
E: mcook@profinsprog.com
www.dentalrecord.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 1, 2019

The Digital Dental Record Introduces eDentForms 2 — A Cloud based Patient Forms Portal
with e-Signing Capability.
Milwaukee, WI, August 1, 2019 -- The Digital Dental Record, known for providing HIPAA

compliant technology solutions for the dental industry, through its partnership with MedicTalk, is
proud to introduce eDentForms 2™.

eDentForms 2™ enhances the powerful online patient forms solution by incorporating

e-signature capability and attaching patient registration content to your Practice Management

Systems.

By integrating eDentForms 2 into their patient registration and update process, a dental

office can optimize their patient workflow by eliminating the need to scan paper documents into
the practice management software and allow patients 24/7 access to complete patient forms at
their convenience.

“eDentForms 2 provides dental offices’ an ideal patient registration workflow, by

eliminating old and inefficient registration steps and providing real time access to completed and

digitally signed forms in advance of the appointment. We’re excited to offer these advanced

features to customers who are looking for a next level paperless forms and e-signature solution.”
Says Mara Roberts, President of The Digital Dental Record.

For more information on eDentForms², call The Digital Dental Record at 800-243-4675,

email info@dentalrecord.com or visit www.dentalrecord.com. Free demonstrations are available to
dental offices by appointment.

"Operating out of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, The Digital Dental Record is your resource for HIPAA compliant
technology solutions.”

####

TDA Endorsed Member Services
The TDA endorses the following services available to you as a member. Please contact any of the endorsed companies to obtain TDA member rates.
AHI Travel: Guided tours across the globe. 844-205-1171 or
http://ada.ahitravel.com
AWA: Collection Service: www.awacoll.com 1-866-260-3631
or email clientservices@awacoll.com
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC:
Contact Mr. Ed Young, Labor Relations Attorney - 901-5772341
BAMM: Teeth Whitening Gel- www.BAMMenterprises.com or
800-390-BAMM
Bank of America Practice Solutions: 1-800-497-6076
Endorsed practice finance provider www.bankofamerica.com/
practicesolutions
Big Ear: Custom earplugs - 865-405-0904 / Rebecca Horton;
www.bigearinc.com
CareCredit: Patient Payment Plans - new 1-800-3003046, ext. 4519; already enrolled 800-859-9975 or
www.carecredit.com/dental
ClaimX: Electronic Claim Processing - 866-886-5113 Opt 1
(Promo Code KCI0208) or www.claimxedi.com
The Digital Dental Record: Paperless solutions for a
dental office and online data backup. 1-800-243-4675 or
www.dentalrecord.com
D-MMEX: Easy Refine Scrap Metal Recovery Program 1-800741-3174 or www.easyrefine.com
Elavon: Credit Card Processing - 800-226-9332 or email
peter.hodge@elavon.com

eScapes Dental TV: Private television channel
provides therapeutic relaxation television programming
designed to relax patients and viewers. 734-682-3409 or
www.eScapesDentalTV.com/tn
InTouch Practice Communications: Message on Hold.
1-877-493-9003 or www.InTouchDental.com
Kevin Christian, LLC: Registered, Approved X-Ray Machine
Inspector. 615-268-4345 or visit www.kevinchristianllc.com
Lands' End: Business Outfitters - Customized Apparel for You
and Your Staff - 1-800-490-6402 or http://ada.landsend.com
Lenovo: PC products and accessories. 800-426-7235 ext.
4886 or www3.lenovo.com/us/en/ada
Medical Protective: Malpractice Insurance - Contact
TDA Insurance Agency, Inc. - 1-800-347-1109 or
www.TDAinsurance.com
Mercedes-Benz: New, purchased or leased Mercedes Benz
and Smart Cars Call 866-628-7232 or visit www.ada.org/
mercedes
Modern Practice Solutions: Consulting Firm to
Assist with OSHA, CDC Infection Control Guidelines,
HIPAA and HR Management – 931-232-7738 or
www.DentalComplianceTN.com
Office Depot/Office Max: Office Supplies: 855-337-6811
ext. 12716 email carey.rhyne@officedepot.com
One Beat CPR: defibrillators- 1-855-ONE-BEAT or
www.onebeatcpr.com

On-Pay: Payroll Solution, integrity accounting, time keeping
and attendance software- www.onpay.com/ada or call
1-877-328-6505
PBHS Website Design & Marketing Services: Call
1-855-WEB-4ADA or visit www.pbhs.com/ada
PBHS Secure Mail: Secure, regulatory-compliant email
solutions for dental practices. Visit www.pbhs.com/ada
RJ Young: Tamper Proof Prescription Pads/Paper 1-800-800-5876 or customerservice@twopointinc.com or
www.theTDAstore.com
Sharps Compliance, Inc.: Healthcare waste and compliance
services 1-800-772-5657 or www.sharpsinc.com
Solmetex: Amalgam Separator Equipment - 800-216-5505
or www.Solmetex.com
TDA Insurance Agency, Inc.: Personal & Business Insurance
Programs - 1-800-347-1109 or www.TDAinsurance.com
TDSC (The Dentist Supply Company): Examination gloves
and other general dental office supplies - tdsc.com
UBS Financial Services: Retirement Planning- 813-2272843/Greg Dooley or greg.dooley@ubs.com
UPS: Shipping. 1-800-MEMBERS (800-636-2377) or visit
www.savewithups.com/ada
Whirlpool: Appliances for home or office - ADA
Group Code: ADA5A2775 - call 1-866-808-9274 or visit
www.whirlpoolinsidepass.com

Members-Only Savings Include:
•

10%* on UPS Next Day Air® Early

•

50% on Domestic Next Day / Deferred

•

30% on Ground Commercial / Residential

•

International: 50% on Export / 40% on Import / 25% Canada
Standard

•

Savings begin at 75%* on UPS Freight® shipments over 150 lbs.

•

In addition, members can take advantage of UPS Smart Pickup®
service for free.

Open a new account, or if you are already taking advantage of
our UPS savings program, re-enroll and apply the new discounts
to your existing account by visiting: savewithups.com/ada or call
1-800-MEMBERS (1-800-636-2377), M-F 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., ET.
*Visit savewithups.com/ada for specific services and discounts.
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CDT 2020, companion app
available for purchase
By David Burger
Editor’s note: This is the 26th story in the Decoding Dental Benefits
series featuring answers and solutions for dentists when it comes
to the world of dental benefits and plans. The series is intended
to help untangle many of the issues that can potentially befuddle
dentists and their teams so that they can focus on patient care.
With the CDT 2020 guide about to be released, it is important to
note that the Code on Dental Procedures and Nomenclature —
better known as the CDT Code — is a living, evolving thing.
In other words, it changes. For example, there are 63 changes to
the code that will be included in CDT 2020 – 37 additions, five
revisions, six deletions and 15 editorial revisions.
Even when a specific code is not a new one, or deleted, or
amended in any way, confusion about coding is nothing to be shy
about.
Luckily for member dentists, then, there are manuals, guides, apps,
resources and help provided by the ADA when it comes to coding
correctly, which in turn means faster reimbursement.

According to the CDT Companion, patients who have received
surgical or nonsurgical periodontic therapy would then be placed
on a program of periodontal maintenance as described in D4910.
The companion notes that if the treating dentist determines that
a patient’s periodontal health can be augmented with a periodic
routine prophylaxis, delivery of this service and reporting with
code D1110 would be appropriate. Nothing in the D4910 or D1110
nomenclatures or descriptors make these procedures mutually
exclusive.
“ADA staff was very friendly and helpful,” Dr. Chui said. “First, she
verbally explained to me what she knows. Then, she made sure I
understood completely by sending me an email with information
about this, just to make sure I understood the idea. As a solo
practitioner, it is difficult to find information that is reliable and I
am glad ADA is there for me.”
Being able to reach the ADA with questions is why she is a
member, Dr. Chui said.

The ADA publishes the suite of CDT-related publications, with new
editions available Aug. 26 before the latest CDT version becomes
effective on Jan. 1.

“It was hard to understand why I should join the ADA when I was
a dental student,” she admitted. “Not until I hit the road of being
a solo practitioner and learning what I wish I had known, I joined
the ADA to gain access to vast information and to learn what I was
supposed to do when the rubber meets the road.”

Dr. Po Po Chui, a general dentist in Brookline, Massachusetts,
found herself in need of some help this year.

Dr. Chui is not the only one to call the ADA when coding
questions arise.

She wanted to know how to differentiate between codes D1110
and D4910, both regarding periodontal therapy, when billing
third-party payers.

Dr. Baret Williams-Furfaro, a dentist in northern Minnesota,
contacted the ADA when she didn’t know which tooth numbers
should be listed when reporting procedure D1555, removal of
fixed space maintainer. The ADA representative told her to report
tooth numbers of the missing teeth, then told the doctor about
the free ADA publication that addresses when tooth numbers,
as well as area of the oral cavity, should be reported for every
current CDT code. This online publication is the ADA Guide to
Dental Procedures Reported with Area of the Oral Cavity or Tooth
Anatomy (or Both).

So, she called the ADA’s Third Party Payer Concierge at 1-800-6218099.
Dr. Chui reached an ADA representative, who said that
reimbursement for either or both procedures is determined by
the applicable dental benefit plan provisions, and added that
alternating reporting D1110 and D4910 solely to obtain maximum
reimbursements from the patient’s dental benefit plan is not
appropriate. The representative continued with a look from the
clinical perspective, as described in a CDT Companion scenario.
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To access it, type in the name in the search engine on ADA.org.
“I did get the answer I was looking for,” Dr. Williams-Furfaro said. “I
was able to call and get an answer right away, in a timely manner.”

Dr. Williams-Furfaro said she was glad she was a member. “I see
the ADA as a great resource for dentists,” she said.
Dr. Wesley Burgess, a Dallas dentist, founded his practice in 1952
but even with all that experience, he still needed to contact the
ADA with a coding question. He called the ADA and asked why
D5281— removable unilateral partial denture, one piece cast
metal (including clasps and teeth)— was no longer billable. He
learned that D5282 and D5283 —which differentiate between
maxillary and mandibular — were now the correct codes, just
added in CDT 2019, when D5281 was also deleted.
“They were very knowledgeable,” Dr. Burgess said. “They got me
everything I needed.”
In addition to the CDT manual that contains the entire CDT Code
set, there is the CDT Coding Companion, which is designed to be
used with the CDT manual to train new staff or as a refresher for
an experienced team. It will enable more accurate and efficient
coding through discussion of key coding concepts, scenarios
and Q&A. The third item in this suite of products is the CDT Code
Check, the award-winning, handy, searchable app that contains
the most up-to-date CDT Codes. It is available for iPhones, iPads
and Android mobile devices.

IS YOUR IDENTITY PROTECTED?
To help you protect your identity, your TDA
Insurance Agency has partnered with IDTheft
Assist to offer you the fastest, most comprehensive identity theft solution on the market.
• Special pricing for TDA members - $9.99 per
month or $115 annually!
• One subscription covers all of your qualifying
dependents!
• Highly trained and qualified advocates who
do all the work for you so you can get your
life back on track!
For more information or to subscribe, visit
IDTheftAssist.com/e/tndental

Insurance

A G E N C Y , I N C.
Proudly Serving TdA MeMberS for 25 yeArS!

800.347.1109
TDA@assoc-admin.com
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Coding guides that relate to specific procedures and topics are
also available at ADA.org/en/publications/cdt/coding-education.
Subjects include teledentistry, glucose level monitoring, scaling
procedures and impacted teeth removal.
To order the ADA’s Complete CDT 2020 and Companion with
Code Check app kit, use promo code 19129 by Oct. 25 to receive
15% on all ADA Catalog resources. Visit adacatalog.org or call
1-800-947-4746.
The ADA’s online landing page for dental benefits information
that can help dentists address and resolve even their most vexing
questions is at ADA.org/dentalbenefits, part of the ADA Center for
Professional Success.
Staff from the Center for Dental Benefits, Coding and Quality
can help dentists with dental benefits-related and coding
problems, questions and concerns. Call the ADA’s Third Party Payer
Concierge at 1-800-621-8099 or email dentalbenefits@ada.org, or
for questions on the code email dentalcode@ada.org.
Previous installments in the Decoding Dental Benefits series are
available at ADA.org/decoding.

savings on
dental supplies.
Join together with independent dentists and get
collective purchasing power on dental supplies
for practices of every shape and size.

Built to serve members of organized
dentistry, TDSC is helping to save members
more on supplies than they pay in dues.
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SHOP ONLINE
A N D S TA R T
S AV I N G TO DAY

Tennessee Dental Association- endorsed Lands’ End launches new
line of scrubs
Lands’ End Business, the staff apparel provider endorsed by TDA,
announced in June it launched a new line of scrubs created
with dentists in mind.
The new line is designed with an eye towards fit, fabric and
pocket placement. It was created after Lands’ End conducted
research with dentists at the ADA annual meeting in Honolulu.
In addition, the scrubs material is liquid-repellent, stretchable,
breathable and durable.
Lands’ End is offering separate styles for men and women,
and free custom hemming to the quarter inch. Scrub tops and
bottoms are sold separately and range in price from $26.96 to
$31.46.
Lands’ End maintains a consistent color pallet across seasons to
ensure consistency within an office’s uniform program across
the years. Available colors include black, true blue, dark cobalt
blue, true navy, harbor gray, brilliant teal and Persian plum.
TDA members receive a 10% discount on Lands’ End orders. For
more information or to order, visit ADA.landsend.com or call
1-800-990-5407.

Dr. Anthony Carroccia (Meharry Class of 1999) represented the
TDA at the Meharry Dental School White Coat Ceremony on
August 9th in Nashville. Dr. Carroccia addressed the incoming
class with an inspiring speech about how organized dentistry is a
support network and to strive to become leaders.

Dr. Anthony Caroccia (Clarksville) along with Dr. Leon Stanislav
(Clarksville) and Dr. K Michael Garrett (Clarksville) present a check from
the Academy of General Dentistry (AGD) to Dr. Cherae Farmer-Dixon in
support of their Expanded Function Dental Assistant (EFDA) program.
TNAGD has voted to give $100,000 to the dental schools for their EFDA
programs over the next 10 years. A check in the amount of $20,000 is
presented here to Meharry to help re-establish theirs and $8,000 a year
to UT for 10 years to aid their expansion efforts.

S T. C H A R L E S C O N V E N T I O N C E N T E R

November 14-15
{ g r e a t e r s t l o u i s d e n t a l s o c i e t y. o r g }

G RE AT ER ST. LO UIS DENTAL SOCIETY’S 78TH AN NUAL

F E AT U R I N G
Karen Baker, BS, MS | Beth Burns, DDS, RYT 200, CLC | Stephen J. Chu, DMD, MSD, CDT | Nancy Dewhirst, RDH, BS
Brett E. Gilbert, DDS | Cathy Stewart, RDH, MS | Kevin Henry | Baron Grutter, DDS | Uche Odiatu, DMD | Wayne Kerr, DDS
Hygiene CE Express | Parag R. Kachalia, DDS | Stanley F. Malamed, DDS | Judy Kay Mausolf
Carrie Webber | Howard S. Glazer, DDS | Alex Touchstone, DDS & Crystal May
Corky Willhite, DDS | Richard Williamson, BS, ACE, CPT | Shannon Brinker, CDA | Connie Fisher, LCSW
Preventative Maintenance Workshop | Judy Bendit, RDH | David Meinz, MS, RDN

REGISTRATION OPENS THIS SUMMER

REGISTRATION IS FREE FOR GSLDS MEMBERS & AFFILIATES (ADA dentists outside our boundaries)

UTHSC College of Dentistry Increasing Availability of Dental Care by
Expanding Continuing Education Opportunities
Memphis, Tenn. (July 24, 2019) – The College of
Dentistry at the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center is preparing to increase the
number of registered dental hygienists and dental
assistants it certifies to perform some restorative
or prosthetic functions, including placement
of fillings, temporaries for crowns, and making
impressions for various fixed and removable
dental procedures. The goal is to increase
availability and accessibility of dental care in the
community and across the state.
The goal of the college is to double the number
of participants it enrolls in the Expanded
Functions for the Dental Auxiliary (EFDA)
continuing education course, which trains dental
hygienists and assistants to perform certain
procedures currently done by licensed dentists.
The college is working to increase enrollment up to 210 students in the
EFDA restorative course, and 40 in the EFDA prosthetics course starting
January 1, 2020.
“The population in Tennessee has grown substantially in the last 15
years and a lot of areas in the state are in great need of improved access
to dental care,” said Jerry McKinney, DDS, assistant professor in the
Department of General Dentistry and Director of EFDA. “The dentists
who are in those areas are overwhelmed and they need help meeting
the dental needs of the community. The EFDA program is one answer
to getting help to these undeserved areas – both rural and urban areas,
such as downtown Memphis or Nashville. There are so many people
moving into our state. We are seeing that very quickly this situation is
overwhelming the ability of the local dentists to handle this increased
population.”
“The EFDA programs across the United States have been helping dentists
and dental hygienists and assistants meet the needs of the expanding
population nationwide and is helping the citizens of Tennessee as well,”
he said.
According to Dr. McKinney, general dentists do mainly fillings and
crowns and alone can perform many procedures in a day. Training more
members of the dental team to perform these procedures will greatly
impact the number of patients receiving care.
A student from the October restorative EFDA course returned in April
for the prosthetics course. From October to April, she had placed over
300 fillings. “I have yet to speak to an EFDA student who’s completed the
course who doesn’t love it. It’s a tremendous asset to the dental practice,”
Dr. McKinney said.
“This is a great program,” said James C. Ragain, Jr., DDS, MS, PhD, FICD,
FACD, dean of the UTHSC College of Dentistry. “It’s a wonderful way to
reach across the state of Tennessee and improve the availability of direct
care.”
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Since they began in 2006, both continuing
education courses have been in high demand
among dental hygienists and dental assistants.
So much so, that accepted students face a
waiting list from one to four years before they
can begin the program. “We are excited about
the opportunity to serve more dental health care
professionals, which will decrease the waiting
time accepted students matriculate into our
program,” said Lynne Moore, MPA, director of the
Continuing Dental Education Office. “Our goal is
to provide continuing educational activities that
address the strategic dental health care needs of
the state and improve participant competence to
directly enhance patient care.”
Reception for increasing enrollment numbers in
the two courses has been extremely positive from
the Tennessee Board of Dentistry, the Tennessee Dental Association, and
the Tennessee Academy of General Dentistry according to the College of
Dentistry as well as dentists across the state.
“With the increase in the number of students we will certify in a year’s
time, the program will greatly impact the number of dental offices in the
state able to provide these services,” Dr. McKinney said. “From there, the
domino effect will spread dramatically to the number of people who can
be served. It’s a great way to help serve the dental needs of the people of
the state of Tennessee.”
The restorative and prosthetics EFDA courses are open to licensed
dental hygienists and registered dental assistants currently licensed
with the Tennessee Board of Dentistry and having a minimum of two
years of continuous full-time employment within the past three years in
a dental practice as a practicing dental assistant or hygienist. For more
information on the UTHSC EFDA course contact the UTHSC College of
Dentistry Continuing Dental Education Office or visit, https://www.uthsc.
edu/dentistry/ce/index.php.
As Tennessee’s only public, statewide, academic health system, the
mission of the University of Tennessee Health Science Center is to bring
the benefits of the health sciences to the achievement and maintenance
of human health through education, research, clinical care, and public
service, with a focus on the citizens of Tennessee and the region. The
main campus in Memphis includes six colleges: Dentistry, Graduate
Health Sciences, Health Professions, Medicine, Nursing, and Pharmacy.
UTHSC also educates and trains medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, and
health professions students, as well as medical residents and fellows,
at major sites in Knoxville, Chattanooga, and Nashville. For more
information, visit www.uthsc.edu. Find us on Facebook: facebook.com/
uthsc, Twitter: twitter.com/uthsc, LinkedIn: linkedin.com/uthsc, and
Instagram: instagram.com/uthsc.

In Memoriam…
James Fair

Second District
Passed away August 27, 2019

New Expanded Function Dental
Assistant Course at Meharry Medical
College, School of Dentistry.
The first course will be offered in September
2019. For more course information please visit
the Meharry website:
https://home.mmc.edu/school-of-dentistry/
expanded-function-dental-assisting-course/
Or you can contact Dr. Julie Gray, EFDA
Course Director, @ 615-327-6084 or
EFDAInfo@mmc.edu for more information.

Chest X ray Screening in Dental
Personnel
Dental office personnel may have inhalational exposures. Possibly
less currently than in the past. In March of 2018, the CDC reported
a cluster of 10 dentists with Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF).
The Health Wagon of Wise , Va. has provided free chest x-rays and
pulmonary function studies to target groups at risk for twenty years.
Working with Remote Area Medical and other charities has given us
connectivity to several hundred dental personnel. We have x-rayed
several individuals and rarely seen any IPF.
Because of the media attention to dentists and our prior
experience, we were asked by Dr. Terryl Propper, President of the
Tennessee Association, and Dr. John Osborn, Dental Coordinator
for Remote Area Medical, to provide testing at the annual meeting
of the TDA in Franklin, TN on June 7 and 8, 2019. Our 40 ft. leadlined truck is outfitted with licensed cesium digital direct x-ray and
spirometry.
Advance education was provided in regard to IPF and 1010
attendees were offered testing if they felt they had symptoms or
exposures of significance.
Thirty-six individuals underwent a chest x-ray. Abnormals were
given spirometry. X-ray findings included one former smoker with
a 1.5 cm spiculated nodule in the left lower lobe. There was a two
cm oval central nodule in one other patient and another patient
with a 5 mm non-calcified nodule.
Three had generalized prominence of lung markings. None
had classic findings suggesting IPF. Incidental findings included
cardiomegaly, elevated left hemidiaphragm, emphysema,
arteriosclerosis, scoliosis, and non-related findings. There were no
spirometry abnormalities thought related to occupational exposure.
The Health Wagon has a twenty year history of targeted lung
screening x-rays. Dental personnel are healthier than many other
occupational groups. Significant dental office inhalants may have
been present in the distant past. No cases of IPF were found. Those
with abnormal x-rays were given reports to take to their doctor
and given counseling as to what might occur or be needed such
as follow up CXR with comparison with films on file, and CT of the
chest.
The Health Wagon will continue to provide x-ray screening to
targeted groups, including dental personnel. Older persons could
be specifically targeted.
Our studies do not rule out hidden IPF, but if present, suggests it
would be very rare, providing reassurance to those in the dental
field. Appreciation is extended to all who participated.
Dr. Joseph Smiddy
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The next generation of eDentForms is here:

New and existing patient
registration has never been easier

ONLINE FORMS
More convenient for patients
• Patients can complete forms by receiving a text from you
or by going to your website.
• Forms can be completed from a computer or mobile device.

DIRECT INTEGRATION &
24 HOUR ACCESS
Easier & more efficient for you
• Completed forms are sent directly to the eDentForms 2
web portal for real time access to completed information.
• Plus, the forms are sent directly into select Practice
Management Systems, eliminating the need to scan in
completed patient forms.

SECURE & HIPAA COMPLIANT
• All Patient data is secured by an SSL encryption and HIPAA
compliant both while in transit and at rest.

FORM CUSTOMIZATION & BRANDING
• Incorporate your office branding and create select customizations to forms.

ENDORSED BY ADA MEMBER ADVANTAGE
• The Dental Record’s patient form and content is endorsed by ADA Member Advantage and 33 State Dental Associations.

Contact us to learn more or schedule a 15-minute demo
www.dentalrecord.com/edentforms2 • info@dentalrecord.com • call us at: 800-243-4675

In partnership with

New Members
First District
Bradley Diminick
Makensey Campbell
Second District
Robert Borum
Alexander Pilgreen
Brennan Pilgreen
Joshua Manuel
Caleb Mabry
Dana Riley
Mary Sharp
John Hollingsworth
Angela Patten-Vie
Tessa Johnson
Joseph Zimmerman
Chattanooga
Julia Black
Kara Hancock
Charles Felts
Nellie Gannon
Jefferson Twomley
Jancy Parkerson- McGovern
Jennifer Ryan
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Fourth District
Katelyn Reeves
Eric Phan
Taylor Enochs Engler
Casey Dufurrena
Nashville
Diana D’Aoust
Jeffrey Penner
Amanda Densmore
Kyle Humphrey
Preston Harris
Alice Meeks
Steven Diffee
Macy Begley
James B McLaughlin
Mariam Habib
Meshack Muluh
Kristina Shuba
Nguyen Le
Justin Anderson
Laura Ross
Kaci Turner
John Kim
Matthew Lott

Sixth District
Hannah Norwood
Seventh District
Weston Swims
Leena Patel
Jenny Shutt
Jacob Rollins
Eighth District
Ethan Tindall
Emily Allen
Kelley Justice
MEMPHIS
Danielle Bauman
William Compton
James Ritter
Breion Douglas
Jane Moore
Connor Denison
Forrest Driver
Tanya Mohsen
Alexandra Scott
Shelby Blaylock

Classified Ads
DENTISTS – SEEKING/OFFERING OPPORTUNITIES
ATHENS, TENNESSEE - Premier fee-for-service dental practice
is seeking a skilled and caring general dentist for Associateship
leading to Partnership after a successful initial employment
phase. Must be committed to providing optimal patient care
with strong people skills and a passion for excellence. This
practice has a dynamic, experienced team and a strong
emphasis on CE and professional growth. Please send a
letter outlining your future objectives and your CV to: The
Sletten Group, Inc. Office: 303-699-0990 Fax: 303-699-4863
Email: pam@lifetransitions.com
Memphis/Germantown practice looking for associate/partner or
to sell. Please call 901-756-9580 to discuss.
West Tennessee - Beautiful! In a free-standing building
also available for sale. 8 Ops w/state-of-the-art equipment
located on busy main hwy. Seller will stay for transition or
walk. For more information contact Henry Schein Professional
Practice Transitions Consultant Dr. Suzie Stolarz, 615-418-3113,
Suzie.Stolarz@henryschein.com. #TN134
Near Nashville, TN - 6 ops General Practice in a stand-alone
building on a busy highway within an hour of Nashville. Terrific
opportunity for growth. Ideal for a new grad or satellite
office. For details contact Henry Schein Professional Practice
Transition Sales Consultant Dr. Suzie Stolarz, 615-418-3113,
Suzie.Stolarz@henryschein.com. #TN136

Associate Dentist w/ Direct Path to Ownership- Abingdon,
VA - Well-established, FFS, great cash flow! Contact Todd Garfinkel –
ddsmatch 443.422.9509
Part-time Associate Needed in General Dentistry - 1-3 days/
week 9-5 - Office located between Chattanooga and Murfreesboro.
(615) 785-8806 or resasmith99@yahoo.com
Nashville, TN - Nashville area Dentist Practice $350K. Inc. $150K
in FFE. 3 yrs growing. Implants, dentures, etc. Seller can stay 2 yrs.
Jim Biehler Prime 100 Business Brokers - jim@prime100bb.com Prime100BB.com
Dental Specialists Needed! Hunter and Spence a Dental
Recruiting and Consulting company is currently seeking PT/FT
Dental/Medical Anesthesiologists, Endodontists, Pedodontists, Oral
Surgeons and Orthodontists for our clients in AR/GA/KY/LA/MS/SC/
VA. Visit us at: https://www.hunterspence.com/ - Contact: Emily |
770-508-6810 | eplatto@hunterspence.com
Benevis is currently seeking FT and PT Associate Dentists,
Orthodontists, Endodontists, Pediatric Dentists, Oral Surgeons,
and Anesthesiologists. Looking for talented dentists who are
interested in making a difference in the communities while
maintaining a healthy work/life balance with flexible scheduling
options. Competitive compensation, offering student loan
repayment, sign-on bonuses, relocation, 401K, paid time
off, health insurance and license and CE reimbursements.
Edolia Wright- edwright@benevis.com

Southern Middle, TN - Well-established general practice with
Revenues-$580,000. Building for sale. Doctor ready to retire.
Quiet community 90 minutes from downtown Nashville. For
more information contact Henry Schein Professional Practice
Transition Sales Consultant Dr. Suzie Stolarz, 615-418-3113,
Suzie.Stolarz@henryschein.com. #TN154

Cumberland County Health Department - Full Time Dentist Position,
Federal and State Student Loan Repayment Eligible, State Employee
Benefits, Modern Facility - Please contact Mindy.Doyle@tn.gov for
more information.

Memphis, TN - Established FFS practice. Revenues averaging
$800K annually. All digital and Cone beam. 3 ops + 3 plumbed.
Building is also for sale. For details contact Henry Schein Professional
Practice Transition Sales Consultant Dr. Suzie Stolarz, 615-418-3113,
Suzie.Stolarz@henryschein.com. #TN158

Intraoral X-Ray Sensor Repair/Sales - We repair broken
sensors. Save thousands in replacement costs. Specializing in
Kodak/Carestream, major brands. We buy/sell sensors. American
SensorTech 919-229-0483 www.repairsensor.com

NE of Memphis, TN - Well-established practice of 40 yrs
with yearly revenues in excess of $1M for sale NE of Memphis.
Beautiful desirable rural area. Stand-alone building. 8 ops (3 extra
plumbed), all digital + conebeam. Doctor will stay for transition
or walk away. For details contact Henry Schein Professional
Practice Transition Sales Consultant Dr. Suzie Stolarz, 615-418-3113,
Suzie.Stolarz@henryschein.com. #TN155

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/WANTED TO BUY

For Sale By Owner @ 931-993-8142 - 1 Chairman Chair w/ADEC
mini-trol unit attached; 2 Chairman Chairs (vintage & working);
1 Grey Assistant Stool (Brewer) like new; Phillips AT-2000 Film
Developer; Maximizer 1000-2P Dual 1HP Vacuum; All Prices
Negotiable

Classified Advertising (Ad Prepayment Required)

NEWS

660 Bakers Bridge Avenue • Suite 300
Franklin, Tennessee 37067-6461
tda@tenndental.org | 615-628-0208

Classified ads: The first 100 characters (i.e., letters, spaces, punctuation) are free* for TDA dentist members and $30.00
for nonmembers. Each character, in excess of 100, is an additional 30 cents per character (this applies to members and
nonmembers).
Mail checks, made payable to the TDA, along with your typed or clearly printed classified ad, by the 1st of the month prior to
the month of publication to: TDA Newsletter, 660 Bakers Bridge Avenue, Suite 300, Franklin, TN 37067.
TDA reserves the right to reject any advertising. Call Molly Wardlow at 615/628-0208 or outside Nashville at 1-800-824-9722
or email bmh@tenndental.org if you have any questions.
* Free to TDA members: one ad per year — three (3) month maximum — after third month the $30.00 minimum and
additional character charge will apply.

